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Abstract
The competition of different phases is a phenomenon encountered in many physical systems and
it has often interesting implications. As solid 4He may acquire superfluid characteristics due to

the frustration of the solid phase at grain boundaries [1] or the coexistence of FM and AF clusters
in manganites may have “pseudo-gap” characteristics [2], the competition between charge density

wave and superconductivity (CDW–SC) can generate filamentary superconductivity (FSC) [3].
This is supported by recent magnetoresistance experiments on La2−xSrxCuO4 thin films [4].

We studied the CDW–SC competition by means of Monte Carlo numerical simulations. We use an
anisotropic Heisenberg model on a two-dimensional square lattice that captures the basic

symmetries of the problem: the out-of-plane component of the pseudospin encodes two possible
CDW variants and the in-plane component stands for the superconducting order parameter. We

construct a phase diagram where the anisotropy term introduced plays the same role as the
magnetic field in real experiments and it can tune the transition from the topological BKT to the
CDW state. Importantly, we find that the presence of impurities is necessary in order to stabilize

the clustering of polycrystalline charge ordered (CO) domains and the appearance of FSC.

Evidences of filamentarity
Evidences of a “fragile” re-entrant SC state in the Tc vs H phase diagram:

magnetoresistivity[4, 5, 6](LSCO), spin susceptibility[7], specific heat[8](YBCO).
.

[4]
[3]

Magneto-transport measurements show a peculiar trend in the SIT transition:
• H ≤ H0 (low fields): the inflection point of R� is the onset of strong SC correlations T < TONS.
• H = H1: critical fluctuations between SC and CDW (flat R�): SC prevails and QCP is avoided.
• H = H2: the system enters a polycrystalline CDW with an insulating behavior at TCDW;

lowering T down to TONFS R� drops when coherence is established between the SC filaments.

A theoretical coarse-grained model for competition
The attractive Hubbard model H = −t ∑<j>σ c†

iσcjσ−U ∑i ni↑ni↓+ V ∑<ij> ninj ( t hopping amplitude, c†
iσ (ciσ) creates (destroy) a fermion of spin σ at site i, U > 0 on-site attraction, niσ = c†

iσciσ number of
fermions, V nearest neighbors repulsion, ni = ni↑+ ni↓) contains the basic symmetries of the CDW–SC competition and it can be mapped into a (random field) Ising model [3].

[3]
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The parameter α tunes the transition from BKT (XY model) to CDW (Ising transition). The second term introduces an effective barrier potential – height
set by b – among the possible ground states: ϕi = 0, π and π/2 (sz

i = ±1 or 0). The presence of a random field (RF) will be necessary to observe FSC.

Results b = 0.1, w = 5

α < 1 →BKT transition

BKT survives to (uncorrelated) disorder
according to the Harris criterion

The critical temperature is defined from the crossing point of
Js(∞, T) = Js(L,T)

1+(2 ln(L/L0))−1 with the critical line 2TBKT/π

α & 1 → Filamentary superconductivity

Correlated disorder emerges from
impurities + CDW–SC competition

The superconducting state survives as a filamentary domain
wall between clusters of opposite directions. TFSC is defined

as TBKT, however the crossing point is smeared.

α� 1 → Polycrystalline CDW

Inhomogeneity of the CDW order caused
by quenched disorder [9]

The bare RFIM has no finite Tc and ξ ∼ T−ν with ν = 1.
Starting from the out-of-plane correlation function

Cz(r) = 〈sz
ijs

z
i+rx,i+ry

〉 ∝ e−r/ξ, we define TCO
c from ξ = A

T−TCO
c

Phase diagrams

XXZ model XXZ + CDW–SC barrier
XXZ + CDW–SC barrier + RF
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• Mermin-Wagner Theorem: XXZ model has no transition in α = 1.
• Re-entrant SC state for α ≥ 1 appears when CDW–SC barrier is added:

by heating the system the CDW state becomes SC → yellow line is not vertical!
• FSC appears for α ≥ 1 from the CDW–SC competition in presence of impurities.

Filaments can’t find a BKT transition
but ... exponentially small Js ? ... finite
size effects matters in real systems ? ...

percolating transition ... ?

Outlooks
• Systematic study of ξxy(T)

and other critical exponents
• Couple two or more layers

(→ Js transverse)
• Introduce spatial anisotropy
• Magnetic properties
• Transport properties

(Random Impedance Network)
• ...
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